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use pencils for tricky problems. pencils work well when you have already worked the problem out in your head. it is often quicker to use a pencil than to make a drawing. free your mind for ideas. use your ideas. later, they can be converted into correct solutions. why not attempt to work the problem out in your head? written, but no tutorial.
provides an example of a problem appropriate to a higher maths course and how to write a good solution. read the context of the problem. have a question about how it works? ask yourself how this could be worked out mathematically. how could i convert this to its mathematical equivalent? does a matrix help? carefully monitor your solution.

repeat problems as many times as you need to. you want to understand why you have to work the problem over and over. when you have the solution to a problem worked out, write it down. later, you can check and change it if you think it is wrong. when you are sure you have the right answer, write it down! you will soon spot any mistakes. in
which way does the problem relate to higher maths? make a stab at it. use your judgement. problems in physics are often easier to work out than problems in maths because the maths behind them is usually more straightforward. it isn't always so. by seeing a problem, or parts of a problem, as a higher maths problem, you can approach it more

effectively. in which way does the problem relate to your subject? for example, if you are doing your study in chemistry, have a look at the problems in the book in the chemistry section. work out the problems as you go.
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